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Information Theory, Optimal Oracles and 
Genetic Programming

 Information theory and failed disruption propagation (FDP)
1. Evolve deep integer trees

● Inject run time error everywhere, retest
● 92% to 99.97% of errors have no effect

2. Deep floating point polynomials
● Injected errors lost mostly due to rounding error

 Variation between programs
 Exponential decay with depth

● Need to be close to error for tests to find them
● On average <7 more than 50% errors detected 

 For fitness selection to be effective oracle needs to be near 
mutation/crossover point:

● Evolve shallow code.
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Output Test Oracle
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Mutual Information 

I(output;crossover) = H(crossover) – H(crossover|output)

Mutual information between crossover point and tree output =
Entropy (H) at crossover point minus conditional entropy H(a|b) between output and crossover 
H(crossover|output) = entropy lost in fog.

Fitness needs to know if genetic 
change was good or bad.
Fitness relies on mutual 
information I(out;crossover)

Crossover/mutation changes 
evaluation on test cases near 
crossover point.

Information is lost in program.
Conditional entropy H(xo|out)
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I(o;xo)

H(xo)



Output Test Oracle
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Fitness applied at program output.
Output test case oracle.

Information about change made 
by crossover lost in fog.

Crossover/mutation changes 
evaluation on test cases near 
crossover point.
Crossover, like errors, disrupts state.
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Mutual Information 

I(output;crossover) = H(crossover) – H(crossover|output)

Mutual information between crossover point and tree output =
Entropy (H) at crossover point minus conditional entropy H(a|b) between output and crossover 
H(crossover|output) = entropy lost in fog.



Output Test Oracle
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The more information lost in the fog 
=> the less is available to drive fitness 
function at program output.

Without fitness information search 
becomes random. No evolution.

Information loss is cumulative
=> deeper trees loose more information
=> thicker fog.

Information theory holds for any 
disruption, bug, error or crossover.
The optimal test oracle is near the error.

Mutual Information 

I(output;crossover) = H(crossover) – H(crossover|output)

Mutual information between crossover point and tree output =
Entropy (H) at crossover point minus conditional entropy H(a|b) between output and crossover 
H(crossover|output) = entropy lost in fog.



Mutual Information
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Mutual information I(X;Y)  is the mutual dependence between X and Y

I(X;Y)
   forall y forall x     sum += p

xy
(x,y) log

2
( p

xy
(x,y)/( p

x
(x)p

y
(y) ) )

p
xy  

= probability of joint event x,y

p
x  

= probability distribution for x

p
y  

= probability distribution for y

This is the same as I(X;Y) = H(X) – H(X|Y).

Notes
  Symmetric  I(X;Y) = I(Y;X)
  I(X;Y) tells us how much knowing about X tells us about Y.
  If X and Y are independent, then knowing about X tells us nothing about Y,
     so if independent I(X;Y) = 0



Entropy
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Entropy H(x) for our purposes is the degree of spread in the distribution of values 
that a variable can take. 
So if x always has the same value, e.g.  x=1234, then H(x) = 0
If x is a one bit variable maximum  H(x)  is    1.0
If x is a  32  bit variable maximum  H(x)  is  32.0
Maximum entropy when all possible values x can take are equally likely

H(X)
   forall x    sum +=   - p

x
(x) log

2
( p

x
(x) )

p
x  

= probability distribution for x

In GP forall x typically means sum over all of the test cases.

Note
Each p

x  
is a probability, 

  hence p
x
 <= 1.0, hence log is negative, hence minus in summation,

  so entropy is positive H >= 0



Conditional Entropy H(X|Y)  
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Conditional entropy is the additional information needed to find X, if Y is known

H(X|Y)
   forall x,y     sum +=  - p

xy
(x,y) log

2
( p

xy
(x,y)/p

y
(y) ) 

p
xy  

= probability of joint event x,y

p
y   

= probability distribution for y

Notes
  H(X|Y) = 0 only when when Y completely fixes X
  The conditional entropy of X on Y H(X|Y) is only equal to the entropy of Y
    only if X and Y are independent H(X|Y) = H(Y)
  In general H(X|Y) is not H(Y|X)



Information view of program (+ x (* y z))   GECCO 2022 pp964-972

Inputs x and z are independently drawn from a non-uniform distribution (1-9).  
y is originally either 0 or 1.
At the multiplication node (*) it is easy to tell if y is zero or not (mutual information 1 bit). 
At top node (i.e. after adding x) it is hard to tell if y≠0 (mutual information 0.29 bits).

Notice entropy is always ≤ sum of entropies of inputs

The blue graphs show the 
distribution of evaluations 
at the five nodes in the 
program.

Log
2
   9  =  3.17

Log
2
 18  =  4.17
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http://gpbib.cs.ucl.ac.uk/gp-html/langdon_2022_GECCO2.html


Information Funnel

Computer operators are irreversible. Meaning input state 
cannot be inferred from outputs. Information is lost
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Information funnel

More information 
enters than leaves



Information flow in five nested functions

Potential information loss at each (irreversible) function
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Disruption may fail 
to reach reach 
output.

(No side effects.)

Output
(often drawn at top of picture)



Evolve 10 Deep Integer GP Trees
● Integer Koza’s Fibonacci problem [GECCO 2022 Companion pp574-577].

● Recursive program to generate Fibonacci sequence 

 X
J
 = X

J-1
 + X

J-2
      1, 1, 2, 3, 5, 8, 13, 21, 34, 55, 89, 144, ...

● 0 1 2 3 J + - * SRF

SRF(j,default) = jth value. default applies if j is invalid
● Twenty tests J=0 … 19
● Population 50000, 1000 generations
● Ten runs

 Change at run time each point in tree on each of the 20 tests
● Two run time disruptions: +1 or replace with random int
● +1 and RANDINT very similar

 Almost all run time disruptions make no difference
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https://arxiv.org/abs/2204.13997


+1 Disruption, Fibonacci run 7, depth 33 
red 16-20 test cases, blue 1 test cases
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Only disruption near root node reaches output

fdp__111851.gif len 771



Run 7, tree depth 33 
Red 26-20 test cases, blue 1 test cases
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Same tree, +1 left, RANDINT right.
Almost identical response to different disruptions



Exponential fall in fraction of run time disruption 
changing program output with depth
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fdp.gif



Exponential fall in fraction of run time disruption 
changing program output with depth
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params.gnu



Effectiveness of whole test suite varies with depth
50% FDP 50% chance of detecting disruption depth 5 to 15
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Failed Disruption Propagation
in Floating Point Genetic Programming

 Evolve deep fit GP trees by running to 600 generations (i.e. do 
not stop when reach solution but allow to bloat).

 For every test case; for every location in the tree;
● Insert run time error by artificially increasing evaluation by 1.0
● Follow perturbation up GP tree towards root node.
● Compare with original error free run time evaluation
● Note where failed disruption propagation occurs, ie where 

disrupted and original evaluations becomes identical.
 Some variation between GP runs and test cases but essentially 

see flat “warm up” region near disruption followed by 
exponential decay.

 Monte-Carlo simulations in large random trees same FDP result
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http://gpbib.cs.ucl.ac.uk/gp-html/langdon_2022_GECCO2.html


+1 run time perturbation, ten GP runs
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Mostly FDP means inserting +1 into run time evaluation makes no difference.
On average 83.3% of perturbations do not reach the root node.
Most are not due to multiple by zero or divide by zero.



Distance +1 disruption travels
before evaluation becomes identical
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Test cases have different abilities to detect disruption.
Test values near zero suffer more FDP. 
Note rapid rise followed by approx exponential tail



Best fit FDP to exponential, ten GP runs
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Variation between runs, but on average disruption falls as about  e-x/5
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What to do: Evolve shallow code
 Information loss is inevitable in digital computing.
 It causes failed disruption propagation (FDP),
 which leads to software robustness. 

● FDP is a unifying theme in software engineering’s 
coincidental correctness, anti-fragile software, correctness 
attraction, mutational robustness, neutral variant rate and 
underlies theories of optimal oracle placement.

 Nested expressions suffer failed disruption propagation.
 Deep mutations and crossovers do not change fitness
 Without fitness changes there is no evolution
 To avoid code fossilising, changes must impact performance
 To evolve code it must be shallow, close to its environment
 Open porous lung like code, possibly in many dimensions, with 

open channels between shallow code modules 



Evolve Large Open, Lung Like, Open Architecture
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● Make code shallow.
● Shallow code does not 

suffer failed disruption 
propagation.

● Instead fitness disruption 
caused by mutations and 
crossover do have impact.

● Fitness can direct evolution.
● Suggest large porous code
● All code near organism’s 

environment.
● Code near fitness oracle
● Communication between 

code internally & externally 
eased by globals, side 
effects, pipes, TCP/IP etc. 

http://arxiv.org/abs/2112.00812

EI 2022 Embodied Intelligence'23

1300 shallow trees, total size 48014   

http://arxiv.org/abs/2112.00812
https://embodied-intelligence.org/
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Bali barat mangroves

Evolve many linked shallow codes

One tree, so most code
too far from fitness oracle

Many many trees, so most code
close to fitness environment

https://commons.wikimedia.org/wiki/File:Bali_Barat_mangroves.jpg
https://images.candideapp.com/cx0,cy0,cw2048,ch1638,fit,q95,png/r0_5c6463f4c895f598ef8a8246d028d1cfe1787739ee2ab969ccb150857dd46902.png


1) Monte-Carlo simulations predict fitness rate (tree size)-1.

2) More fitness test cases has only small effect, <= log(n)
● 1000 test cases only marginally more effective than 48
● Test value 0.0f can be least effective

3) Testing is hard. Need to place test oracle probe near error
● Problem dependent but next to 18 – 28% reduction
● Try to minimise depth of software being tested.
● Problem dependent but here on average 7 levels

4) Write testable code: ie write units which are <7 levels deep

5) Information theory says, without side effects, nested 
irreversible computation will loose information.

6) For continued rapid evolution, code must be shallow or 
include side effects

W. B. Langdon, UCL 26

Conclude: Deep nesting slows evolution
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Abstract: Optimal Oracles
Optimal Oracles  Genetic Programming requires us to know how well our evolved programs are doing. We need to know which 
members of the current population are better then the others and so  will contribute to the next generation. In genetic improvement 
we start with human written software but again we need to know if a change is beneficial. Many aspects of software can contribute 
to fitness: beauty, simplicity, speed, syntactic correctness,  comprehensibility, acceptability (eg at code review), size and number of 
changes, correctness,  freedom from errors, testability and performance on test cases. There has been some success at "proving" 
software is free from certain errors but as in GP and genetic improvement testing, remains dominant in software engineering. 

Automatic testing is widespread in the computer industry. In the software industry this typically takes the form of human written 
scripts which exercise programs, detect crashes and check their answers using "test oracles". Software engineering research is 
increasingly successful at automatically generating test cases to exercise large fractions of software's source code. Presently it does 
not generate correctness test oracles but relies on implicit oracles, such as: did the called function fail with a null pointer exception, 
divide by zero errors and detecting excessive runtime due to indefinite looping. There is some work (eg adding Java asserts) on 
generating automatic oracles and protective hardware to automatically detect software misuse (eg raising exceptions on accessing 
protect parts of the operating system and pointer/pointee mismatch, such as using a string pointer with an array of floats).

Theoretical work with random code, GP and human written code using information theory suggests entropy loss is universal in digital 
systems and leads to information about errors of all types being progressively lost as execution moves away from the source of the 
disruption. In the case of simple GP floating point functions the long term impact of crossover on average falls exponentially. It 
appears the slope of the fall does not depend upon the size of the change. Hence we need to place our test oracle close to the code 
change.

In GP we usually measure fitness when the program terminates. That is we have a fixed test oracle at the program's end. As our 
evolved programs get deeper, both the beneficial and detrimental impact of crossover and mutation tends to fall exponentially. 
Effectively putting a limit on the depth of evolved programs.

If we are to evolve large complex programs, we need to be able to measure the impact of crossover and mutation. Current large 
deep GP trees do not permit this, instead perhaps we need to evolve large numbers of interconnected shallow trees, more like a 
mangrove swamp than a single giant redwood.

Entropy loss applies to human written software, and although at present practical software is far bigger than than evolved code, the 
same testing considerations apply and so for testing to be effective, software must be broken into units of limited depth  for human 
written oracles to be close enough to errors to detect them. Where automatic or implicit oracles can be machine generated  we could 
have huge numbers of them. Perhaps up to 1% -- 10% of the code being tested. They again need to be close to errors. Often bugs 
can be efficiently located but even if the location of potential disruptions is unknown information theory suggests how finely  a mesh 
of oracles needs to be to have a reasonable chance of detecting error disruptions.
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